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responding binocular meridians (Figure 2). Similar
results were reported by Helmholtz (1867) and
Nakayama (1977). This meridional skewness in the
retinocortical mapping of corresponding binocular
points implies that the effective disparity of a con
stant geometric orientation-disparate test line would
also be meridionally dependent, since effective dis
parity would be equal to the difference between the

Figure 1. Dichoptk stimulus configuratioD. ID the stereogram
used by O'Shea aDd CrassiDi (1982), each mODocuiar stimulus
was rotated ID opposite directions, right eye clockwise aDd left
eye couDterclockwise, Ibout Its eeater by 4 deg to produce ID
8-e1eg positin orieDtatioD disparity. Most observers report that
Dear-horizoDtai liDes appear diplopk, whereas Dear-vertical liDes
are fused IDd appear as I slDgle liDe tilted ID depth. To obtaiD
these effects without optical aids, the stereogram should be held
at eye level It about 50 cm dlstaDce aDd be viewed with slightly
cODverglDg visual axes (about 2 deg).
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Meridional anisotropia in cyclofusion
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By presenting a stereogram with half images con
sisting of a cross rotated by equal amounts, but in
opposite directions, in the left and the right eye (Fig
ure 1), O'Shea and Crassini (1982) observed that the
near-vertical lines appeared fused (single), whereas
the near-horizontal lines appeared diplopic, They
concluded that their observation demonstrated the
existence of a meridional anisotropia in the sensory
fusional range for orientation-disparate stimuli (cy
clofusion). This conclusion is open to criticism, since
the apparent meridional difference that occurs dur
ing inspection of this stereogram might be due to the
fact that the binocular system is disparity biased,
that is, that the zero-orientation-disparity condition
defined psychophysically is different from zero geo
metric disparity.

It is well known that the locus of points seen in the
same (corresponding) visual direction by the left and
the right eye is represented by a single line (vertical
horopter) tilted in the median plane with its top away
from the observer (e.g., Helmholtz, 1867; Tyler &
Scott, 1979). The tilted vertical horopter implies that
binocular fusion is optimal when near-vertical images
are rotated in a clockwise direction about the visual
axis in the right eye and in a counterclockwise direc
tion in the left eye. In accordance with Kertesz's
(1973) sign convention for orientation disparity, this
means that the vertical horopter is positively tilted.
As shown by Cogan (1979), the angular magnitude
of this tilt corresponds to about 2 deg of orientation
disparity. Furthermore, the orientation-disparity bias
of binocular correspondence is dependent on visual
field meridian with minimal bias near the horizontal
meridian and maximum bias near the vertical visual
field meridian. This is illustrated by the curve in Fig
ure 2, which was made on the basis of results reported
by Volkmann (1863-1864). In his experiment, two lines
slightly displaced to either side of the fixation point
were presented dichoptically. The orientation of one
line (reference) was set by the experimenter, and the
observer adjusted the orientation of the other until
both lines appeared parallel. This procedure was re
peated for different orientations of the reference line.
The orientation difference between lines matched for
apparent orientation defines the disparity bias of cor-
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Figure 2. MeridioDal dlstributioD of orieDtatioD-elisparity bias
plotted from data reported by VolkmaDD (1863-1864). Each data
poiDt represents the meaD of 60 measuremeDts. OpeD symbols
represent data from Helmholtz (1867).
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disparity bias of the binocular system and the stim
ulus disparity. Assuming that the disparity bias at
near-vertical visual-field meridians is about 2 deg
positive, the effective disparity of an 8-deg positive
orientation disparity would be equivalent to about
6 deg. This implies that in the stimulus configuration
used by O'Shea and Crassini (1982), the effective dis
parity for near-vertical lines was smaller than it was
for near-horizontal lines. Since fusion is more readily
obtained for small disparities than for large dispar
ities, near-vertical lines would appear to fuse more
easily than near-horizontal lines even if the sensory
fusional range were perfectly isotropic for all visual
field meridians.

In his comment on O'Shea and Crassini's (1982)
results, Kertesz (1983) offered an entirely different
interpretation. He assumed that the 8-deg orientation
disparity configuration (Figure 1) was beyond the
range of the fusional response, but that the hori
zontal disparities in vertical lines are within the range
of stereopsis. Consequently, both near-horizontal
and near-vertical lines of the cross would appear
diplopic, Since near-horizontal lines appear diplopic,
whereas near vertical lines fuse and appear as a single
line tilted in depth, Kertesz's (1983) suggestion would
imply that the fusion of near-vertical orientations
was caused by stereoptic mechanisms. If our analysis
is correct, however, the fusional differences are due
to the disparity bias of binocular corresponding points
rather than to meridional differences in fusional
range or stereoptic properties.

A meridional anisotropia in sensory fusional range
might nevertheless exist. Crone and Leuridan (1973)
investigated this problem by measuring the diplopia
threshold for orientation disparity at near-vertical
and horizontal meridians, and found that the fu
sional range was about three times wider at near
vertical than horizontal meridians. Similar results
were reported by Ames (1926) and Beasley and
Peckham (1936). In both these studies, test stimuli
consistingof a pair of singlelineswere used. As shown

by Hampton and Kertesz (1982), single-line stimuli
do not evoke cyclofusional eye movements, which
indicates that the meridional anisotropia in fusion
is due to sensory processes. A meridional anisotropia
in fusional range therefore suggests that the spatial
extent of Panum's fusional areas increases with dif
ferent rates as a function of eccentricity along ver
tical and horizontal visual-field meridians. This might
possibly be related to a similar meridional difference
in the disparity scatter (positional or orientational)
of corresponding receptive fields in binocular neurons.
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